This study aimed to examine the effect of market timing on leverage on non-financial companies in Indonesia. Market timing was tested on the hot and cold market conditions. Hot and cold markets are determined by the monthly market to book ratio. A hot (cold) market occurs when the average market to book ratio of a particular month is above (below) the value of the moving average of the monthly market to book ratio. This study also aimed to test whether non-financial companies in Indonesia persistently applied leverage policies. This study used two research models. The first model was a panel data with a sample size of 77 non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange from 2002-2013.The second model was a cross section data with a sample size of 157 non-financial companies that conducted their IPO in Indonesia from [2003][2004][2005][2006][2007][2008][2009][2010][2011][2012][2013]. The dependent variable in both the research models was leverage t (lev t ). The independent variables were market t and leverage t-1 (lev t-1 ). The control variables were profitability t-1 (prof t-1 ); and size t-1 . The results of this study indicated that market timing affected the leverage of non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange. However, market timing did not affect the leverage of non-financial companies that had their IPO in Indonesia. The non-financial companies in Indonesia were not persistently applying a leverage policy. The capital structure of non-financial companies in Indonesia changed because of the influence of variable profitability and size (which supports the pecking order and trade off theory).
INTRODUCTION
The goal of financial decision making is to maximize the shareholders' wealth. Such financial decisions include (1) the investment decision; (2) financing decision; and (3) dividend policy.
The most important funding decision is the value of the company's capital structure. The optimal capital structure by Brealey, et al (2011) would be a capital structure that could minimize the overall costs of capital or the average costs of capital in order to maximize its value.
There are several theories regarding the capital structure, which are the trade off theory, pecking order theory and market timing theory. Baker and Wurgler (2002) explained that equity market timing was an important aspect of corporate financing policy. The market timing theory says that companies tend to issue their shares when their market value is high and are likely to buy back the stock, or issue the debt, when the market value is low, in order to obtain funds at a cheaper cost of capital. Barker and Wurgler (2002) explained that market timing negatively affected the level of leverage. That effect is permanent and had persistence in the capital structure for at least a ten year period. In the long run, the changes in capital structure are influenced by the opportunity to issue or buy back shares. This means that changes in the capital structure in the long term are influenced by the perceptions of managers in taking advantage of the issuance and repurchase of equity. So, the accumulation of capital structure is the result of a decision to utilize, by trading in the market, the value of the shares when they are overvalued or undervalued.
However, the research of Hovakimian (2006) explained that the effect of market timing on capital structures was temporary. That effect was negative and significant to the leverage only in the first year after the IPO. Hovakimian (2006) treated convertible debt as debt. But, Baker and Wurgler (2002) treated convertible debt as equity. This would reduce the leverage ratio. Alti (2006) examined the effect of market timing on capital structures by using other variables, which happened to be the same as those used by Baker and Wurgler (2002) . The difference was that Alti (2006) used a hot and/or cold market as a proxy of market timing. The research result showed that the hot market had a very strong negative effect on leverage, but the negative effect was quickly turned around. In the second year after the IPO, that effect was already lost. Overall, the results of this study showed that market timing was an important factor in financing activities in the short term, but the effects of market timing were limited in the long term.
One of the practices of market timing is utilizing the company's stock mispricing in the market, to obtain funds at relatively low capital costs. Mispricing is a condition in which the price of a stock, instead of being at its fair, realistic value is actually overvalued or undervalued on the market. The implication is that (1) if the stock is overvalued compared to its assessed fair value, the company will tend to issue new shares; and (2) if the stock is undervalued, the company would issue the debt and buy back its shares.
The consistent utilization of share mispricing can only occur in an inefficient market. In such inefficient markets, managers can choose the right time to issue shares, in other words when the price is above the fair value. Quoted from Saad and Siagian (2011) , "The behavior of investors as if rational and arbitration mechanisms that not perfect will lead mispricing and cause markets to be inefficient". Empirical evidence has shown that the Indonesian capital market is in an inefficient condition (Kim and Shamsuddin, 2008; Hoque, et al, 2007) . It gave signs that investors in Indonesia's capital market behaved as if they were rational. Therefore, it can be concluded that the theory of capital structure equity market timing by Baker and Wurgler (2002) should be applied to markets which are not efficient.
Quoted from Muhsinin (2011) "The research that has been conducted into the condition of the capital markets in Indonesia showed that the majority of shares had a low autocorrelation coefficient which was not significantly different from zero" (Husnan, 1990 and Esti, 1995) . However, the Indonesian capital market cannot be said to be efficient because there were shares that had different autocorrelation coefficients to zero. The test was a weak form of efficiency testing. In testing the weak forms of efficiency, the capital market should be efficient if the changes in stock prices followed a random walk pattern. Therefore, investors cannot earn abnormal returns by using trading rules which were based on the information of a stock's previous price (Husnan, 2005) . The change in the share's price in the past is expressed as a percentage. To determine the relationship between the past share price with the future share price, an autocorrelation coefficient is used. If the coefficient is found to be equal to zero then the capital market is efficient. This is because the pattern of changes in the share prices follows a random walk pattern.
The inefficient capital market condition raised the presumption that companies in Indonesia used the market timing theory to determine corporate funding. Therefore, the researchers wanted to examine the effect of market timing when tested on the hot and cold market condi- Hot and cold market values were determined based on the monthly market to book ratio. Hot (cold) market was the monthly average market to book ratio that was above (below) the monthly moving average market to book ratio. Market conditions were used as independent variables to test their effects on changes in the level of leverage used by the company.
The researchers focused on the market to book ratio to capture any market timing and its impact on the capital structure. There is one version of market timing where economic agents have motives that can be perceived as mispricing, which causes irrational mispricing of stocks from time to time. Based on this, a manager acting in the interest of his existing shareholders will take advantage of market timing in order to obtain funds at a lower capital cost by issuing shares which are overvalued at the time. The market to book ratio can be used to see if the value of the equity was overvalued or undervalued. Thus, the market to book ratio indicates the motivation for the market timing for the funding policy (Baker and Wurgler, 2002) .
In this study, the researchers tried to investigate the persistence of non-financial corporate leverage policy in Indonesia. If such a policy of leverage by non-financial companies listed on the stock exchange was persistent, then the value of the leverage ratio in year t-1 would be equal or nearly equal to the value of leverage in year t (at any market condition in year t-1 and t).
Therefore, there were three objectives of the research. The first objective was to determine whether market conditions (hot and cold markets) affected the leverage of non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange and of non-financial companies that held their IPO in Indonesia. The second objective was to determine whether non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange and the non-financial companies who held their IPO in Indonesia persistently applied a leverage policy. The third objective was to determine whether the pecking order and trade off theory had any effect on the leverage of non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange and non-financial companies that issued their IPO in Indonesia.
THEORIES AND HYPOTHESES

Theory of Equity Market Timing
The equity market timing theory (Baker and Wurgler, 2002) states that firms will tend to issue equity (decrease leverage) when they have a high market value and will buy back the equity or issue the debt when they have a low market value.
There exists two versions of market timing (Baker and Wurgler, 2002) based on two economic motive agents. The first version is that the economic agent has perceived a mispricing motif that is irrational. That causes mispricing in the share price of the companies from time to time. Therefore, managers that act in the interests of the shareholders will take advantage of this market timing in order to obtain funds at a lower capital cost by issuing shares when the price is overvalued. This applies to companies prior to and after their Initial Public Offering (IPO).
In the present study, the researchers tested the market timing for the hot and cold market conditions. Hot and cold markets are defined on the basis of the monthly market to book ratio. The hot (cold) market is a condition which is found when the average market to book ratio for a certain month is above (below) the moving average market to book ratio of that same month. The theory of market timing, as explained above, will be tested on hot and cold market conditions. H 1 : market condition (hot market and cold market) negatively affect the leverage changes in non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange.
H 5 : market conditions (hot market and cold market) negatively affect the leverage changes in non-financial companies that did their IPO in Indonesia.
Persistence of Leverage Policy
Leverage policy persistency is applied if the value of the leverage at t-1 is equal or nearly equal to the value of the leverage at t, despite market conditions at the time t-1 being the same or different to the market conditions at the time t. In the first model, if the leverage policy of non-financial listed companies on the stock exchange is persistent, the value of the leverage ratio in year t-1 will be equal or nearly equal to the value of the leverage in year t (any market conditions in year t-1 and t). In the second model, if the leverage policy of the non-financial corporations that held their IPOs in Indonesia is persistent, the value of the leverage ratio in year t-1 (the year prior to the IPO) will be equal or nearly equal to the value of leverage in year t (the year after an IPO) for any market conditions in the years before and after the IPO. The hypotheses of persistence of leverage policy are formulated below: H 2 : non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange persistently apply a leverage policy.
H 6 : non-financial companies that had their IPO in Indonesia persistently apply a leverage policy.
The leverage policy of non-financial companies in Indonesia is persistent, if:
1) The control variable Lev t-1 has t value > t table ; p value <α (0.05).
2) The coefficient Lev t-1 is equal to or close to ± 1. Where t value for Lev t-1 variable is error standard
Pecking Order Theory
The profitability of a company is an important factor in determining its capital structure. If it has large retained earnings, the company will tend to use these retained earnings as working capital. This is because of the cost of information asymmetry. Issuance of debt has a cost asymmetry higher than that of the use of retained earnings in the fulfillment of its financing needs (Hanafi, 2008) . Based on the theory of the pecking order as explained above, the following hypotheses were formulated: H 3 : profitability t-1 affects leverage t in non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange.
H 7 : profitability t-1 affects leverage t in non-financial companies that held their IPO in Indonesia.
Trade Off Theory
The trade off theory states that the use of debt in financing capital structures will increase the value of the company up to a certain optimum point. However, the use of debt after exceeding that optimum point will decrease the value of the company. This is because the benefits gained from the use of debt are no longer proportional to the increase in expenses related to the financial distress and agency conflict. The larger companies tend to have greater credibility. The larger companies can reduce their agency costs because they have clear control over the disipline of their managers in fulfilling their obligations to the lenders or shareholders. Posed benefits of decreased costs of this agency to make the size of the larger companies will increase the company's issuance of new debt (Brealey, et al, 2011) . Based on the theory of trade off as explained above, the hypotheses are formulated: H 4 : size t-1 affects leverage t in non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange.
H 8 : size t-1 affects leverage t in non-financial companies that had an IPO in Indonesia.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Types and Sources of Data
The data used in this study was secondary data. The secondary data comprised of the annual basic financial statements issued by the companies to the public. These were obtained from the Indonesian Stock Exchange; OSIRIS; and the Indonesian Capital Market Directory.
Population and Sample
The populations in this research comprised of non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange between 2002-2013 (the first model) and non-financial companies that held their IPOs in Indonesia between 2003-2013 (the second model). The researchers used a purposive sampling technique to obtain a representative sample in accordance with the criteria, as set by the author. This purposive sampling method is a method of sampling research by matching certain criteria with the needs of the research (Sekaran, 2010) . The author included specific considerations (judgment sampling) in order to provide the desired information. The criteria that were set by the author to determine the sample of the companies in the first research model were:
1) The non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange during the period from 2002-2013.
2) These companies did not stop their operations and delist during the research period.
3) The companies provided annual financial reports periodically to the Indonesian Stock Exchange during the research period.
4) The companies had a complete data set that could be used in the research. 5) Based on the criteria above, the researcher found 77 samples for the first model.
The criteria that were set by the researcher to determine the sample of the companies in the second research model were:
1) The non-financial companies that held their Initial Public Offering (IPO) on the Indonesian Stock Exchange between 2003-2013.
2) The companies did not stop their operations and delist during the research period.
4) The companies had a complete data set that could be used in the research.
Based on the criteria above, the researcher obtained 157 samples for the first model.
Models Analysis
where:
Lev i,t = leverage on firm i in year t (market) t = market conditions in year t, described by a dummy variable, which is the number one (1) if the market condition in year t is more than 50 percent of the monthly average market to book ratio in year t above the monthly moving average market to book ratio in year t. Zero (0) if the market condition in year t is more than 50 percent of the monthly average market to book ratio in year t below the monthly moving average market to book ratio in year t.
(lev t-1 ) i,t = leverage t-1 firm i in year t (Prof t-1 ) i,t = profitability t-1 firm i in year t (Size t-1 ) i,t = size t-1 firm i in year t b. The Second Model (Lev t ) i = β 0 + β 1 (Market t ) i + β 2 (Lev t-1 ) i + β 3 (Prof t-1 ) i + β 4 (Size t-1 ) i + ɛi (2) where:
(Lev t ) i , = leverage after the IPO shares in firm i (Market t ) i = the current market conditions to go public or do an IPO of shares in firm i, is described by a dummy variable, which is the number one (1) if the company i goes public during hot months of the market and the number zero (0) if firm i goes public during cold months of the market (Lev t-1 ) i = leverage before the IPO shares (pre-IPO) in firm i (Prof t-1 ) i = profitability before the IPO shares (pre-IPO) in firm i (Size t-1 ) i = the size of the company before the IPO shares (pre-IPO).
Measuring Research Variables
a. Dependent Variables
Baker and Wurgler (2002) and Alti (2006) defined the level of leverage as the ratio of the book value of debt to the total assets as follows.
Lev = Debts / Assets (2)
Debts represent the total debt that consists of long-term debt and short-term debt. Assets are the total asset of the company based on the book value.
b. Independent Variables
-Market
Market timing will be tested in hot market and cold market conditions. Hot and cold markets are defined on the basis of the monthly market to book ratio. A hot market is a market in a condition where the average market to book ratio during a certain month is above the moving average market to book ratio of that month. A cold market is when the average market to book ratio is below the moving average market to book ratio during a certain month.
In the first model, this variable was described by a dummy variable, which was the number one (1) if the market condition in year t was more than 50 percent of the monthly average market to book ratio in year t above the monthly moving average market to book ratio in year t. Zero (0) if the market condition in year t was more than 50 percent of the monthly average market to book ratio in year t below the monthly moving average market to book ratio in year t.
In the second model, this variable was described by a dummy variable, which was the number one (1) if company i went public during the hot months of the market and the number zero (0) if firm i went public during the cold months of the market.
-Leverage t-1 (Lev t-1 ) Leverage t-1 was calculated by dividing the total debt t-1 to total assets t-1 .
Formulated as follows:
(Lev t-1 ) = (Debt t-1 ) / (Assets t-1 )
Lev t-1 variable was used to test the persistency of the leverage policy.
c. Variable Control -Profitability t-1 According to Titman and Wessels (1988) profitability is defined as the operating income divided by the total assets.
(Prof t-1 ) = (OI t-1 ) / (Assets t-1 ) (4) Prof t-1 was used to test the pecking order theory -Size t-1 According to Baker and Wurgler (2002) and Alti (2006) size is defined as the logarithm of net sales (net sales).
(Size t-1 ) = (logarithm net sales t-1 ) = (log net sales t-1 )
In this study, the inflation rate of net sales has been adjusted using the GDP deflator with a base year of 2000. Size was used to test the trade off theory.
Determination of the Conditions of Hot and Cold Markets
The steps for the determination of the conditions of hot and cold market were as follows. -Secondly, by seeking the value of the monthly moving average market to book ratio (with a size window of twelve months).
-Thirdly, by determining the monthly market conditions during the period from 2003-2013. Hot months occurred in the market when the average market to book ratio of a month was above the moving average market book ratio of a month and cold months were if the average market to book ratio of a month was below the moving average market value to book ratio of a month. In the first model, the independent variable was the market condition in year t (market t ), described by a dummy variable. Number one (1) if it was more than 50 percent of the value of monthly average market to book ratio in year t above the value of the monthly moving average market to book ratio in year t. Zero (0) if more than 50 percent of the value of monthly average market to book ratio in year t was below the value of the monthly moving average market to book ratio in year t. Therefore, the market conditions of non-financial companies in Indonesia each year during the study period (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) can be seen in detail in the appendix, and are summarized in the table 1. Table 1 , we can see the market conditions during our study period from -2013 . The cold markets occurred in 2003 , 2005 , 2011 , 2012 , and 2013 , and hot markets occurred in 2004 , 2007 , 2009 , and 2010 In the second model, the independent variable was the current market conditions to go public or hold an IPO of shares in firm i (market t ) i , which was also described by a dummy variable. Number one (1) if the company i went public when the market condition was a hot market and the number zero (0) if firm i went public when the market was a cold market. The table below shows the number of non-financial companies that went public or did an IPO during hot and cold market conditions. Based on Table 2 , we can see, that there were 74 non-financial companies that held their IPO during a hot market condition (from 2003-2013) , and 83 non-financial companies which did their IPO while in a cold market condition (from 2003-2013) . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of Hot and Cold Markets
Based on
Analysis of The Research Results
The data from this research were processed using Eview 7.0. and Tables 3 and 4 show the results.
So, the equation of the first model (1) is :
So, the equation of the second model (2) is :
Based on the research results above, we can determine the significance of the hypothesis testing in Table 5 . Market -0,0139 0,0048 -2,895 0,0039 Leverage t-1 0,6929 0,0242 28,676 0,0000 Profitability t-1 -0,333 0,0559 -5,9611 0,0000 Size t-1 -0,0023 0,008 -0,2932 0,7694 C 0,2243 0,091 2,4638 0,0140 R-squared 0,9059 Market -0,0078 0,0259 -0,3009 0,7639 Leverage t-1 0,4659 0,09 5,1721 0,0000 Profitability t-1 -0,3193 0,144 -2,2171 0,0281 Size t-1 0,0592 0,0236 2,5052 0,0133 C -0,4739 0,2344 -2,0224 0,0449 R-squared 0,4029
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Source of the data in Tables 3 and 4 
Var. Independent
The First Model
The Second Model
Leverage t on non-financial companies listed on the Stock Exchange
Leverage t on non-financial companies that held IPOs in Indonesia
Market Conditions (hot and cold market) Significant (-) t statistic = -2,895 > t table = -2,015 and ρ value market = 0,0039 < α = 5% (H 1 is supported).
Not Significant t statistic = -0,3009 < t table = -2,015 and ρ value market = 0,7639 > α = 5% (H 5 is not supported).
Persistence of Leverage Policy
Not Significant t statistic = 28,676 > t table = 2,015 and ρ value lev t-1 = 0,00 < α = 5%. But the coefficient of lev t-1 is not equal or close to 1 (H 2 is not supported).
Not Significant t statistic = 5,1721 > t table = 2,015 and ρ value lev t-1 = 0,0 < α = 5%. But the coefficient of lev t-1 is not equal or close to 1 (H 6 is not supported).
Prof t-1
Significant (-) t statistic = -5,9612 > t table = -2,015 and ρ value prof t-1 = 0,0000 < α = 5% (H 3 is supported).
Significant (-) t statistic = -2,2171 > t table = -2,015 and ρ value prof t-1 = 0,0281 < α = 5% (H 7 is supported).
Size t-1
Not Significant t statistic = -0,2932 < t table = -2,015 and ρ value size t-1 = 0,7694 > α = 5% (H 4 is not supported).
Significant (+) t statistic = 2,5052 > t table = 2,015 and ρ value market = 0,0133 < α = 5% (H 8 is supported).
Description: t in first model means in year t t in second model means the year after the IPO Economic agents have perceived mispricing motives as being irrational. It causes mispricing (share prices overvalued or undervalued) in shares of the companies from time to time. This is because the capital market in Indonesia is inefficient. Economic agents can earn abnormal returns by using irrelevant information. Nonfinancial corporate managers take advantage of mispricing in Indonesian markets to determine their funding structure. This can be seen in Table  3 above, the market conditions (hot and cold markets) have affected the leverage of the nonfinancial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (H 1 is supported). The companies publishing the equity looked for whether the market was in a hot or cold condition (market timing occurred in Indonesia, especially in the non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange). Financial managers utilized the mispricing of the stock to establish their optimal capital structure policy. The non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange did not persistently apply a leverage policy (H 2 is not supported). Profitability t-1 had significant effects on leverage t on non-financial companies listed on the stock exchange (H 3 is supported). The relationship between profitability t-1 and leverage t was negative. The companies that had great profitability tended to use internal sources of funding rather than external sources (such as debt) because the costs of information asymmetry on internal funding were lower than the costs of information asymmetry for external funding (this supports the pecking order theory). Size t-1 had no effect on the leverage t of non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (H 4 is not supported). The size of the non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange did not affect the leverage ratio in the following year. Therefore, the capital structure of the non-financial companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange was influenced by market timing and profitability t-1 .
Based on the regression result of the first model, R-squared (R 2 ) was 0,9059, which means the leverage t of the non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange could be explained by the model at 90,59 percent and the remainder of it could be explained by other variables outside of the model, at 9,41 percent.
Market conditions (hot and cold markets) had no effect on the leverage of the non-financial companies that did their IPOs in Indonesia (H 5 is not supported). Finance managers at the nonfinancial companies in Indonesia did not pay attention to the IPO market conditions (market timing did not occur in Indonesia, particularly in non-financial companies that did IPOs in Indonesia). The non-financial companies that did IP-Os in Indonesia did not persistently apply leverage policies (H 6 is not supported). Corporate leverage policy changes were not affected by market conditions, but were influenced by the size and profitability of the company before the IPO. Profitability t-1 had a significant effect on leverage t for the non-financial companies that did IPOs in Indonesia (H 7 is supported). The relationship between the two variables was negative. If the profitability of the company before an IPO was high, the leverage of the company after the IPO fell, because the manager chose an internal funding source for the profitability of the company, because that had a lower information asymmetry cost than issuing debt. If the profitability of the company before an IPO was low, the leverage of the company after its IPO would rise because internal capital resources were not sufficient to meet the financing needs of the company (which supports the pecking order theory).
Size t-1 had a significant effect on leverage t on the non-financial companies that did IPOs in Indonesia (H 8 is supported). The relationship between the two variables was positive. The large companies tended to have greater credibility and had clear control over their managers in fulfilling their obligations to the lenders or shareholders thus reducing agency costs. The benefit from the reduction of agency costs means the large size of the companies can increase their company's new debt issue. If the size of the nonfinancial companies in Indonesia prior to their IPO was large, then the leverage of the nonfinancial companies in Indonesia after their IPO would also be large. If the size of the non-financial companies in Indonesia prior to their IPO was small, then the leverage of such companies 52 Journal of Indonesian Economy and Business January in Indonesia after the IPO would be small (supports the trade-off theory).
Based the on regression result of the second model, R-squared (R 2 ) was 0,4029. It means the leverage t of the non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange could be explained by the model at 40,29 percent and the remainder of it could be explained by other variables outside of the model at 59,71 percent.
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of the results of the first model, it could be concluded that the market conditions (hot and cold markets) affected the leverage of the non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange. However, based on the analysis of the result of the second model, it could be concluded that market conditions (hot and cold markets) did not affect the leverage of the non-financial companies that did their IPOs in Indonesia. This means that the non-financial firms in Indonesia issuing equity considered the market conditions (a hot or cold market). Yet, the non-financial firms in Indonesia which issued equity did not consider the market conditions (hot or cold market) when issuing equity the first time (IPO). In addition, the capital structure of the companies in Indonesia changed due to the influence of the variable size and profitability of the company.
The non-financial companies that were listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange and the nonfinancial companies that did IPOs in Indonesia did not apply persistent leverage policies. This means that the leverage of the non-financial companies in Indonesia in year t-1 and the leverage of the non-financial companies before their IPO were not equal with the leverage of the nonfinancial companies in Indonesia in year t and the leverage of the non-financial companies after their IPO. This could mean a change in the capital structure policy of the non-financial companies in Indonesia. The changes in capital structure policies were not only caused by the market conditions (hot and cold markets) when issuing equity, but also caused by the variable profitability and size of the companies. 
APPENDIX
